Maat/maat
An Egyptian Hieroglyphic
Dictionary, Budge pg.270

Wikipedia

m3’t
Concept of truth, justice, law, integrity,
uprightness, correctness, righteousness,
steadfast, unalterable, reality, order,
stability, continuity, equilibrium, balance,
measurement, reciprocity

maa

m3’
Concept of right, true, real, genuine,
upright, righteous, just, authentic
Morality, Karma/Kamma/Ka-maa, Dharma,
Rta/Rota, Tao/Dao, Wyrd, Moira, Me, Asha.
Personified names: Ma, Maet, Maht, Maut,
Ammas, Maat, Mait, Mayet, Mut
Greek goddesses: Metis, Dike, Themis

“Maat is Good”
"Maat is beautiful"
"With perfect justice"

Ka/Kau - Bull/Cow.
Power, strength,
fertility. Power of
action in the world
to create from
consciousness,
self, soul, spirit,
essence, etc. of who
we are. Aspiring &
rising up to higher
consciousness.

KA

POWER, ENERGY,
SPIRIT, LIFE
”SPIRIT”-ESSENCE-NATURE
OF LIFE, FROM THE POWER
OF OUR HANDS & ARMS,
AS ACTIONS & DEEDS

Real spirituality
is morality. Your
spirit, soul, self &
character is defined
by what you do with
what you know about
reality and self/
consciousness, your
behavior relecting
who you are.

Upright Arms, right-angle, Power/energy to Act with arms and hands.
Our Moral ”Spirit”-Essence-Nature determines our Quality of life.
Character, Behavior, Actions, Deeds. Ka-racter, Ka-risma.
Who we are, by our actions and deeds, determines our quality of life.

Hall of the Two Truths, or Double Truths
Hall of the Maati, or Double Maat
Hall of Judgment of the Double Maat
(Dual/Two Judgments, Good and Evil)
Judgement of Righteousness
Duat
Realm of the Dead

sba
dua

sba.yt - teachings, instructions
wisdom, “way of living truly”

Correctness, exactitude, weighing and balance
through measurement of behavior, actions and
deeds to aspire towards being maa, a truer, realer,
higher self and life, through maat, truth, justice.

MAAT TRUTH & JUSTICE (GUIDELINES)
Maat at the center for judging/weighing
Maat fulcrum of balance, balance principle
weighing
judging
testing

Determine essence of Ka-Spirit.
Evil weighs down your spirit,
Ka, actions, the spirit in which
we do things, of good or evil

HEART
Desires, Cares, Inclinations
Actions, Deeds

Ka-Spirit is character/nature/essence
accumulated from deeds/actions
of lifetime. Spirit = moral essence.
Ka of life/good. Ka of death/evil.
Dead mind and heart in earth low consciousness.
Living as mind/heart in higher air consciousness.
Karma/kamma, ka-maat, the maat of our ka-spirit.

FEATHER OF TRUTH
Light

Future rewards/coonsequences based on
past actions i.e. Truth or Consequence.
This is True Balance, a scale, comparison,
to bring us into balance with Natural Law Truth & Justice.
1 drop of evil weighs down our existence, with dire results.
Goal = Freedom from Evil & negative results we create,
not false balance accomodation with evil.

Polar Aspirations
Seek One, or Follow Both Blindly

Isfet

Chaos, Evil

Harmony, Unity,
Aligment & Embodiment
Consciously One-Way
or Unconsciously Dual

Maat
Truth, Order
Ideal, Universal
therefore “Absolute”

Aspire to Maat
Be & Live Maa

Arms, Hands. What we choose to do.
Actions, Behaviors, Deeds
Ka, Power, Energy, Life, “Spirit”-Essence-Nature-Character

OROBOUROS, INFINITY
CAUSE AND EFFECT

8 spoke wheel of time/fortune

WHEEL OF TIME
FORTUNE
DHARMA
KARMA

X, “times”
Time, Hour glass
Infinity

8

Infinity

SPIRAL-”FRACTAL”, RECURSIVE,
INFINITE, CAUSE AND EFFECT
CAUSE

Feminine Body
Symbol, Two
Triangles.

EFFECT

Rta • Cosmic Order, Universal Law that establishes Good arrangement.
Dharma • Behavior in accord, alignment, harmony & unity with Rta.
• duties, rights, laws, conduct, virtues, ‘‘right way of living”
• purification, moral transformation, path of righteousness

Rta, rota, rotation, rotary - “to run, roll” (car, chariot)
Vedic Rta (Sanskrit rtam "that which is properly joined; order, rule; truth").

Karma, karman, kamma: "to do, make, perform, accomplish,

cause, eﬀect, prepare, undertake". Root kr (kri), as in the word Sanskrit,
to imply a language that is "well made". Making/doing properly/correctly,

Karma is related to the verbal proto-Indo-European root *kwer- "to make,
form"; also *kwer- “roll, circle, round” as L/R interchange; *kwel- (1) "wheel,
twist, turn", *kwele-, "to roll, to move around”. Cycle is from kw(e)-kwl-o-.
kw(e)-kwl-o-, kkl, ccl, CyCLe.
Related to *kwer- as “circle, round”, there is also PIE *(s)ker- (3) "to turn,
bend". Circle & circus are from kirkos, PIE *kirk-, with root of *(s)ker-.
Relations between turn, bend, circus, ring, circle, wheel, twist, rotation.
Rta > Dharma > Karma; Generation in Time; our Fortune, Fate, Destiny.
Rta as universal (whole) cosmic order (good arrangment).
Wheel, Cycle, Circle, Circus, Rotation, Chakra, Order, Cosmic, Universal.
Time, Cycle, Orobouros, Infinity, X, Cross, Elements, Generation, Life.

Ru/rw - mouth, gate, womb, uterus, outlet, birth

Ru with feminine ‘t’ is rut, route, road, rota.
Ru is by extension door, circle, passage, street, cell, fold, boundary.
Ru, rue, road, path, way, track, trek, trail, trace.
Rw/Ru is the root for the letter O, round shape number 0.
By extension, gateway to “heaven”, “afterlife”, “immortal” & “eternal” life,
transition to another “plane” or “level” of cosnciousness, higher, realer,
truer life & consciousness i.e. Evolve Consciousness here & now.
Tau + Ru = Ankh = Life, Breath of Life; Way, Path, Road, through the mouth,
ovum, uterus, gate, and gateway to rebirth, resurrection, awakening,
graduating from lower towards higher consciousness, towards more
conscious awareness of reality, truth.

Dao/Tao: way, path, route, “harmonize one's will with Nature”
PIE drogh, dhorg, Hebrew drg, Arabic trq:
"track, path, way, way of doing things";

“God”, Heaven, Elysium, Sky, Air

MAAT
Righteousness, Truth, Justice, Order
Right-Hand, Sun, Light, Heat, Life

From our desires, we can care &
choose the Right-Hand path &
way of righteousness, truth,
good, justice; or we can choose
the Left-Hand path and way of
wickedness, foolishness &
falsity.
Time (8), change
Actions, deeds
We desire and care to do certain
things, we think about how to do
them, and we then generate
through those thoughts and desires
to produce actions, deeds and
behaviors.

GOOD
True Care
Good
Desires and Cares

KA

Dark Care
Evil
EVIL

Wickedness, Falsity, Injustice, Chaos
Left-Hand, Dark, Cold, Death
“Devil”, Hell, Tartarus, Earth

Right Side Ascends To
Light, Life, Vision

ISFET

Left Side Descends To
Darkness, Death, Blindness

NUT

AIR

Reality is a result of the consequences
to our actions and deeds that are
generated by our thoughts and desires.

THOUGHT
CREATOR
GENERATOR
FEMININE

“Wheel of Time/Dharma” cycle
we create from past actions in
reality, turned by desires,
thoughts, deeds, results.
Cause and Eﬀect system, like
Trinity of Consciousness.

FIRE
DESIRE, CARES

Nature/essence/spirit of deeds
WATER
is morality, which regulates the
C
HANGE, TIME
nature & quality of life and
DEEDS, ACTIONS
reality according to principles of
maat, truth, justice, order, etc.
Truth or consequences. Be right
or go wrong. Ka-maa, kamma, karma.
CREATION
Scales of Maat, in Duat Underworld.
Deeds and consequences/rewards
from desire/care/heart weighed
against Truth. Determine afterlife,
the world we remake by changing.

GENERATION
MASCULINE

EARTH
RESULTS, CONSEQUENCES

GEB

Air

Fire

Water

Earth

“Wheel of Time/Dharma/Law/Karma” cycle we create from past
actions in reality, turned by desires, thoughts, deeds, results.
4 Elements are the base for us to generate reality. Dharma “law,
right, justice”. Root *dher- “firm, holds, supports” i.e. foundation,
mound, pillar. Same root as True/Truth (deru), solid, unwavering.
Great Mother Ta-urt, Ta-rut, Milk Way, Orobouros cycle Cow goddess, path, way, road, ru, mouth and then womb for rebirth. The
rut, rta, rota, rotation of the chariot carrying the Sun along its
path as it turns, to bear and bring forth the Sun into resurrection
and renewed afterlife. Tarut/Tawaret/Thaouris. Tarut(h) >tarot.
Trw (tru), taru. Thaouris > Taourus > Taurus (Tau-Ru) > Ankh. Life,
fertility, Osiris, Underworld (Taurus, Tartarus), Resurrection.
Zodiac, astrology, Wheel of Time, Fortune, Fate, Destiny. Dharma,
Rta, Rota, “chariot” (of the gods), “solar bark” travelling through
night sky of Milky Way, through the cow Mother Goddess. Ru
(mouth, womb), the oval from the Ankh, is where the Spirit of
“Good” is, in the air, sky, sun, symbolizing higher consciousness,
transformation, apotheosis. Ru is the rue, road, path, way to
“heaven” above. The Wheel is the Way/Path for the chariot, the
solar bark, to embark into the “Afterlife” and “Immortality”.
Wheel-Rta of Time/Fortune/Fate/Destiny/Dharma/Karma/Life.
Boundaries of Behavior for Living in the Right Path/Way.
Cause/Eﬀect > thoughts & desires/cares leading to deeds/actions.

Dwn-'nwy stabs Mšhtyw
"The Foreleg", Big Dipper;
Bull of Heaven in the Epic
of Gilgamesh

Taurus, another Bull of the
heavens, has 7 famous stars
as well, the Pleiades

Ideogram, or determinative–
"thigh", "arm"
'khepesh' , (h)pš)

AGGREGATE SOWING AND REAPING

We’re all in this together. Our actions aﬀect others and their actions aﬀect us.
As one suﬀers we all suﬀer. As we and others sow, so shall we and others reap.

INDIVIDUAL

WORLD

SOW ER

REAP ER

C ONSCIOUSNESS
Causal Agent

E XISTENCE
Collective Co-Creation
Sowing

Eﬀects

Reaping

OUTPUT
Reality is aﬀected
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Sowing

Sowing

Eﬀects

INPUT
Reality is aﬀecting
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Reaping

Reaping

Sowing
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Reaping
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Sowing
Reaping

Sowing Causes
Reaping Eﬀects
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CAUSAL RECIPROCITY OF INTERACTION IN REALITY

Natural Law Cause and Eﬀect Field, Force or Web, of Behavior, Actions and Deeds, as an
interaction with the forces, events, phenomena, etc. at play, in the pattern/fabric of reality.

i=i+1

CAUSALITY, CYCLE, LOOP, FEEDBACK, RECURSIVE SYMBOLISM

Output feeds Input
Orobouros
Infinity
CAUSE

EFFECT

Output feedsback as input to be processed again as output for more input.
Generator feeds generation, generated feeds generator to feed more generation.
Cause > Eﬀect generates Aﬀect
Cause = Aﬀect from Eﬀect
Cause > Eﬀect generates Aﬀect
Cause = Aﬀect from Eﬀect
The causal force is an eﬀect that potentially aﬀects another, as input stimulus,
as a causal force, to then generate another causal force as a response.

CAUSE
CAUSE

EFFECT

EFFECT
CAUSE

EFFECT

Cycle, loops, iterations allow smaller & easier representation than new
representations each time. All time references from the second to the year is a
loop, cycle, etc. Inventing a new name for each day, or each second being of
diﬀerent length is not useful.
Math and numbers are part of the base programming of nature. Abstract
numbers are infinitely precise, with infinite information, ex: pi, phi. Physical
measurements are finite. A computer program, reality and nature have limited
precision of numbers for measurement. The ideal infinite numbers can only be
measured to a limited degree of precision.
Free will is not required to develop growth and symmetry, phi ratio, pi, etc.,
it is biological programming. Free will expresses thought, emotion and action
through the beings capable of doing so at varying degrees, as animals are.

